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INTRODUCTION

Urban analysis data sources appear to be increas-
ingly inadequate to describe city dynamics and 
time-dependent variations in intensity of urban 
spaces usages by temporary populations.

In sum we can refer to three issues for which 
data normally used in urban analysis and planning 
have significant limitations.

A first consideration regards the traditional 
sources for the analysis of daily mobility, as an 
information through which it is possible to interpret 
the daily urban practices.
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ABSTRACT

The chapter presents some applications of mobile phone network data analysis to urban studies. At the 
beginning, through examples on mobility, temporary population, and scale, the reasons are discussed 
for why urban analysis traditional data sources no longer appear to be adequate to describe contem-
porary city dynamics. Afterwards, mobile phone network data is introduced as a potential new source 
for urban studies, providing evidences and arguments on issues such as large events monitoring, the 
need of integration of mobile phone traffic data with statistical data and temporary population definition 
and analysis. Because of its spatial and temporal resolution, mobile phone data represent an interesting 
and unique source of information on urban uses variability over time. Telephone traffic can become a 
valid alternative/complement to traditional methods, being it able to resolve both traditional survey’s 
limitations of latency (cellular network information can be easily retrieved in real time) and pervasivity 
(huge diffusion of cell-phones) at once.
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Mobile Phone Network Data

The main sources of data, at least in Italy, are 
Census surveys on commuters flows, collected 
every 10 years. They provide a very partial picture 
of the mobility practices in urban areas, because 
they collect only flows for job and study purposes. 
Therefore they are unable to describe the main 
components of urban mobility, that significantly 
changed in the last 20 years because of demo-
graphic, economic and social dynamics occurred.

In fact, according to a specific Survey, made 
by the Lombardia Region, northern Italy, in 2002 
- the Origin Destination Survey - the job-related 
travels represent about the 29% (excluding return-
ing home) of the whole daily mobility practices. 
On the contrary, we observe more articulated 
forms of mobility and a widened and dense use of 
the territories., that hardly traditional prediction 
methods intercept. Analyzing mobile practices 
in contemporary cities requires an integration 
between traditional data, through which it is pos-
sible to describe the job-related travels with new 
surveys and new sources of information aimed at 
identifying the complex daily mobile practices. 
Individual travel behaviors indeed point out a 
more articulated chain of daily mobility. The 
multi-directional mobility grows and describes 
an increasingly complex network of relation-
ships (Pucci, 2008). In other words daily urban 
mobility describes an increasing number of places 
that ” have a meaning” for an individual in the 
territories. All these places are the result of daily 
life and job transformations and of technological 
and social innovations (increasing possibilities of 
transportation and telecommunications) occurred 
in recent years. In order to analyze these new 
mobility practices, it becomes therefore necessary 
to look for new data sources, able to integrate the 
traditional methods of mobility surveys and to 
identify the variation of urban practices.

The second issue refers to the definition of the 
geographical scale, the most relevant to analyze 
urban transformations. If the micro scale allows 
detailed surveys on replacement and transforma-
tion processes of urban fabrics as well on urban 
practices, the wider urban scale – named urban 

region - is the scale at which most of the urban 
and socio-economical phenomena are visible. 
Urban growth patterns, settlements and activi-
ties distribution, demographics and economics 
dynamics, can be fully understood and interpreted 
at a macro scale, which is not recognizable on the 
administrative boundaries.

The re-scaling of data sources requires more 
flexible data and tools able to intercept urban 
phenomena in their correct spatial dimension. It 
clashes with the mode of traditional data collec-
tion, because, urban and regional data are nor-
mally available at the level of different statistical 
subdivisions which correspond to municipal and 
administrative ambits and not to the geographic 
dimension of processes and urban transformations.

Thirdly, the temporal dimension is virtually 
absent from traditional surveys and investiga-
tions, despite being one of the most significant 
components of contemporary cities. Time-related 
changes in the city can be described through the 
concept of `temporary populations”. The urban 
population cannot longer be regarded as a col-
lection of residents tied to moving within the 
boundaries of the city.

Urban populations in the city should be de-
scribed from new mixed forms of daily, residential, 
and travel mobility (Flamm, Kaufmann 2006). 
New populations are therefore defined as “com-
munities of practices” (Amin, Thrift 2002), not 
belonging to the traditional categories (daily com-
muters, city users, business man, tourists, but also 
long-distance commuting, multiple residences). 
These populations use spaces, transports and 
communications modes in relationship not only to 
their real availability, but also in reference to their 
personal projects, to their preferences and their 
abilities (access, skills as researching information, 
ability to adapt to short term changes, cognitive 
appropriation). Therefore, the temporal dimen-
sion of city uses becomes more articulated and 
complex, as a result of a variety of practices, that 
goes beyond the traditional sources and traditional 
analytical tools, usually available for geographers 
and urban planners.
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